Tactile Code Skimmer: A Tool to Help Blind Programmers Feel the Structure of Code
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Figure 1. Indented code (left), its representation on the Tactile Code Skimmer (middle), and a participant interacting with TCS (right)

ABSTRACT

Skimming new code with a screen reader can be a time-consuming task for blind and visually impaired programmers. Screen readers aid with code navigation, but dictate code line-by-line and read spaces and tabs individually. This often provides more information than is needed. In this work, we present the Tactile Code Skimmer (TCS), a tool to aid blind and visually impaired programmers with skimming code. The device physically reflects the indentation levels of code with actuated slide potentiometers, thus helping reduce the "hearing load" that often accompanies screen readers. We describe the TCS design and implementation. Based on feedback from participants obtained through demos and an in-depth session, we discuss some considerations for tactile tools that aid with code skimming.
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INTRODUCTION

Familiarizing oneself with code that someone else has written can be a daunting task. While sighted programmers can skim new code by observing the indentation to get an overview, blind and visually impaired (BVI) programmers often use screen readers, which dictate code line-by-line. The linearity of screen readers makes it difficult to navigate blocks of code without reading the whole document [6]. Furthermore, screen readers dictate indentation as individual spaces or tabs as opposed to single units. Some BVI programmers resort to skipping code blocks to avoid such exhaustive dictation, and others have written custom scripts as a workaround [1].

It has been documented that nested sections within code are often a point of confusion for BVI programmers, and code structure in general is difficult to grasp [5]. Albusays et al. all found that code nested beyond three levels is difficult to understand. A majority of the BVI programmers they interviewed agreed that "nesting and scope level indicators" would be helpful [1].

Baker et al. all designed StructJumper, an Eclipse extension that digitally represents code as a hierarchical tree structure [3]. Participants were able to complete tasks to find particular sections of code faster with StructJumper. We propose the Tactile Code Skimmer (TCS), a variation of this tool that displays levels of indentation in code with slide potentiometers (Figure 1a-b). The programmer can feel with their hand how the code is indented, which reduces the need for memorization that often accompanies code represented by a tree structure or auditory cues. In conjunction with a screen reader, this device could have potential to expedite the code skimming process for BVI programmers.

Other prior work has explored auditory cues for code skimming and navigation [2, 4]. While researching such tools, we noticed an opportunity for a tactile aid. Braille displays can accomplish something similar to our concept; they mitigate a "hearing load" that accompanies screen readers and provide
“assistance in determining the level of whitespaces, through touch” [1]. However, Braille displays are often too expensive for the average programmer [1]. Our tool could offer a more affordable solution.

**TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION & INTERACTION**

The TCS consists of six actuated slide potentiometers that respond to serial input. A Visual Studio Code extension sends information about the code indentation of the selected line and the following 5 lines via HTTP to a Python webserver, which translates those indentation levels into a slider position and sends those positions over serial connection to the potentiometers.

TCS has two modes: regular mode and folded mode. Regular mode displays each line in succession, and folded mode collapses lines with the same indentation level into one (the folding is done on the device and not within the editor itself). Folded mode is intended to give a bird’s eye view of the code and aid with navigation. Navigation buttons on the device move the cursor to the different lines of code displayed.

**USER FEEDBACK AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS**

Feedback was gathered through an in-depth session with one participant and informally through demos at blind programming meetups. Figure 1c shows a user interacting with the TCS to skim a code repository.

In the in-depth session, the participant, who has peripheral vision only and 5 years of programming experience, uses assistive technologies such as VoiceOver (the screen reader for MAC OS), built-in-zoom, and high-contrast features. The participant was given time to familiarize himself with TCS and was asked to navigate code from the MPAndroidChart and zxing repositories on Github. Based on the user feedback, we formulate the following design considerations:

**Context Provision**

In both regular and folded mode, the participant found that there wasn’t enough information about the lines displayed on TCS without navigating to them. The participant wanted more context about the control structure of the lines, i.e. whether they were part of loops, conditionals, or other types of blocks. A tactile indentation display should provide such context when needed, perhaps through auditory cues. In folded mode, information about the number of lines that are folded is also valuable.

Currently, the line with the cursor in the editor is the top line of TCS. Instead, a reasonable default should be chosen with the option to change it. Displaying the cursor line in a position apart from the first can provide context about the previous lines.

**Indentation and Line Representation**

The tactors of the code skimmer rest at the far side of the device when there are large levels of indentation. Scaling (manipulating the indentation width) and/or shifting (displaying a deeper level of indentation as zero indentation and its nested levels relative to the new base) could be a solution for indentation beyond the reach of the device. We also intend to incorporate the just-noticeable difference of tactile devices, the error of the hardware, and the average maximum levels of indentation in code to determine how many indentation levels should be displayed at a time.

We also need to consider how to abstract the code. TCS is currently sensitive to spaces that don’t correspond to indentation, such as a space before a comment symbol. It might make sense to ignore such whitespace. Furthermore, TCS treats a line without whitespace as a line without indentation, whereas it might make more sense to give such lines the same indentation as the surrounding block.

Lastly, we were given feedback that six lines might provide too much information—the study participant was mostly concerned with the indentation differences between two lines at a time. In our implementation, users had to move their whole hand to feel each line. A tactile code indentation display might be a more effective device if users can feel all the lines at the same time or adjust the amount of information displayed.

**Interaction**

The study participant found using the same hand for the keyboard and TCS awkward, emphasizing the need for a tactile code skimming device to fit into a user’s workflow in a non-disruptive way.

Similarly, several commenters had established their own ways of navigating code and would have difficulty incorporating TCS into their workflow. It would be interesting to explore if a tool like TCS would be more beneficial for new programmers.

Additional feedback on interaction revealed another application for the TCS as an indentation editor, as BVI programmers often create sections of code that have locally appropriate indentation but are globally off.

Notably, a majority of the BVI programmers that offered feedback agreed that TCS should work with any text editor of the operating system. Thus, a tactile code skimming device should be editor agnostic.

**CONCLUSION**

We have presented TCS, a tactile tool to help blind and visually impaired (BVI) programmers navigate new code and understand its structure. We propose that such a tool could help offload the memorization that often accompanies understanding new code as a BVI programmer, as well as the “hearing load” from screen readers. Feedback from an informal user study and suggestions for improvements on such a tactile device offer considerations for future tactile code skimming tools.
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